Gippsland ResourceSmart Schools
Newsletter Term 4
ResourceSmart Schools - Award Finalists
A DECADE OF SCHOOL WINS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
For 10 years Sustainability Victoria has
managed the annual ResourceSmart
Schools Awards. These Awards recognise
the sustainability achievements of
Victorian schools and their contribution to
taking action on climate change.
Over the decade, more than 1,000 entries
have been received from more than 650
schools, with a significant contribution
from schools in Gippsland.

Toongabbie Primary School Students—Highly Commended!

FOUR FINALISTS FROM GIPPSLAND
The ResourceSmart Schools team and the Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery Group is proud of the amazing, innovative
and dedicated work of all Gippsland ResourceSmart schools. We would like to acknowledge the achievement and leadership all
teachers and students give to their school, families and community through this their involvement in this important and lifechanging program. Congratulations to four Gippsland schools who joined schools from across Victoria as finalists in the 2017
ResourceSmart Schools Awards.
FINALIST & CATEGORY
Lowanna College
(Newborough)
Biodiversity School of the
Year (Secondary)

PROGRAM
Lowanna College has planted a range of indigenous and non-indigenous plants at the school to attract local fauna.
A significant achievement is the owl nesting box project, demonstrating to students that humans can assist in the
survival of some plant and animal species, which impacts the biodiversity of the school’s local environment. The
school’s biodiversity program learnings are evident as students learn about how the negative impacts of climate
change cause biodiversity loss.

Koonwarra Village School

To enhance students’ learning about energy use and sustainability, Koonwarra Village School has incorporated
Energy School of the Year practical experiences into its Kitchen Garden Program and provided students with the opportunity to construct
their own solar powered ovens and dehydrators. The project achieved a truly cross-curriculum approach,
(Primary)
incorporating a range of critical and creative thinking, science, maths and English studies.
Toongabbie Primary
School
Community Leadership
School of the Year
(Primary)

Toongabbie Primary’s garden club created a micro herb business with the aim to create a project that could give
back to the community. They started with supplying herbs to one restaurant and have expanded to seven. The
business ventured into supplying edible flowers, with all produce planted and grown at the school by
students. Students have developed leadership skills both within the school and the community. The
school has created a unique business solely run by students and leading to a shift in community
attitude towards the school.

Nagle College (Bairnsdale) Andrea’s hands-on approach to sustainability includes providing guidance to YR 9 Eco Warriors and implementing
Andrea Savage
initiatives such as the introduction of VCE Environmental Science for Senior Students, Landcare Working Bees,
Rainforest Project, palm oil awareness campaigns, and the development of multiple networks to gain funding for
Teacher of the Year
sustainability projects. Over 1000 trees are planted each year as part of the Rainforest Project she runs.
(Secondary)

Information in the table above, along with stories from all category finalists and winners, can be found by downloading the
2017 ResourceSmart School Awards booklet from the Sustainability Victoria website.
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Highly Commended - Community Leadership
TOONGABBIE PRIMARY SCHOOL
As a finalist in the 2017 ResourceSmart Schools Awards,
Toongabbie Primary School’s Micro Herb Business was highly
commended as part of the Community Leadership category.
The school’s business, initially created as a specific Term 3 garden
club project supplying one restaurant, has gown to suppling seven
restaurants weekly with micro herbs and edible flowers — all
planted and grown at school by students.
Lachlan, Patrick, Jade and Max are the 2017 "Micro herb management team"

When the venture became profitable the students wanted to
create a garden that could give back to the local community so
they developed a school community garden. The community
garden currently has three elements, calendula flowers and
silverbeet that are used for cooking and Flanders Field poppies to
supply the local community for Remembrance Day.

To expand the school’s community engagement, students hand pick,
bundle and deliver produce after school to local community members,
in particular to those who are sick, elderly or just having a tough time.
LINKING WITH THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
These actions have led to the community joining in on school programs and assisting
the school where possible. In addition, a variety of locals from different businesses or
groups have been invited to join in school programs such as the gardening club, morning
reading and even the breakfast club.

A delivery from the gardens of Toongabbie
Primary School to Mick’s Kitchen, a "soup
kitchen" that makes delicious wholesome
meals for those in need.

Principal Gary Veer said that, apart from the two-way flow of the garden and the
classroom learnings, students have gained from the experience of working alongside a
variety of people of various age groups and different organisations while implementing
the micro herb business and community garden programs that involves caring for their
fellow human beings and community. “They have taken ownership and pride for their
local environment and the people and animals within it.”
To view a video on the school’s Garden Club activities visit https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pa_FSZ1HJ1s&feature=youtu.be

MESSAGE TO ALL RESOURCESMART SCHOOLS
You’re amazing. Whether you composted, recycled, planted or conserved, your
involvement in sustainability this year helped improve the planet.
As the principal sponsor of the ResourceSmart School Awards, we couldn’t be more chuffed to see you create and run
these projects. Please, keep dreaming up new ideas and projects. Keep finding ways to make things better. The world
needs people like you.
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Cross-Curriculum Approach To Energy
KOONWARRA VILLAGE SCHOOL
A finalist in the Energy School of the Year (Primary)
category of the annual ResourceSmart Schools Awards,
Koonwarra Village School is understandably proud of its
energy efficiency achievements over recent years.
The school continues to demonstrate excellence in energy
conservation and use with low consumption of 219 kWh
per student per year. This is well below the benchmark of
250 kWh, despite having no gas heating.

Solar powered food dehydrator made from salvaged materials.

Key to embedding sustainable energy thinking and actions into the curriculum has been a
project involving all the Level 4, 5 and 6 students in designing and constructing their own solar
dehydrators or solar ovens.
Over the course of a term the students designed their own solar cookers, acquired the
materials (though salvaging what could be found around school and making a trip to the local
tip shop), and went to work constructing. The results were put to the test, with the
dehydrators used to dry apple slices, and the oven to bake some chocolate cookies.

While this project may not have resulted in significant
reductions in energy consumption across the school, it has
certainly raised awareness amongst the students of energy
consumption, and alternatives to fossil fuel use.

Solar cooker.

The students are now eagerly awaiting warmer weather so they can get their constructions out again and cook some more!

INCORPORATING PRACTICAL EXPERIENCES INTO THE CURRICULUM
The project achieved a truly cross-curriculum approach, incorporating a range of critical and creative thinking, science, maths
and English studies.
Applied, hands-on learning opportunities are often the most valuable for students. In building the solar dehydrators and
ovens from scratch, the students had to think about advanced energy concepts such as thermal mass, heat gain, heat loss,
insulation and solar absorption.
The dehydrator builders had to consider the volume of their construction, and ensure that there was sufficient convective flow
of air to ensure that they actually dehydrated, rather than cooked, the contents. Whereas the oven builders discussed the
construction of a parabolic reflector to concentrate the sun’s rays on a focal point, and considered the angle of the sun’s rays
and how this changes with time of day, as well as seasonally.
The discussion that arose during hours spent working on the project around energy use, and considerations of the
opportunities for alternatives were invaluable. Climate change is an inevitable end-point of discussions around energy use and
conservation, and students found these discussions and learning opportunities valuable.
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Teacher’s Surprise Recognition
ANDREA SAVAGE
A secret application for the ResourceSmart Schools Secondary
Teacher of the Year Award saw Nagle College’s Andrea
Savage being listed as a finalist.
Nagle College is situated adjacent to the Mitchell River in East
Gippsland. The river frontage has been the focus of the Year 9
Eco Warriors program of works over several years, used to
teach stewardship of the environment. Grant funding from
Landcare and Gippsland Lakes has added to the success of the
program.
Andrea had submitted an entry for Nagle to enter the
Biodiversity School of the Year category to recognise the native
vegetation restoration work undertaken by her students. While
that was unsuccessful, a secret nomination for her dedicated
environmental work saw Andrea announced as a finalist for
Secondary Teacher of the Year.

Nagle students prepare for the annual Founders Day planting with every
student in the school contributing to improving their school environment.

“Andrea has done an incredible amount of work to create a habitat on the school grounds
and adjoining river frontage and it is great to see her passion for native plants and animals
recognised,” said Beck Lamble, East Gippsland’s ResourceSmart Schools Facilitator.
IMPROVEMENTS TO BIODIVERSITY
Through the removal of weeds and the planting of many thousands of
indigenous plants— propagated and planted by students —
improvements to biodiversity have been monitored by students for
several years. The improvements are now directly contributing to
improved biodiversity, flood mitigation and improved off stream flows
in the river below.
In addition, Andrea has influenced the introduction of VCE
Environmental Science, Landcare Working Bees, the Rainforest
project, palm oil awareness campaigns and the development of
multiple networks to gain funding for sustainability projects.

The Nagle Rainforest Project is re-introducing previously existing Warm
Temperate and Gallery Rainforest, which are Nationally threatened
vegetation types.

“It is most exciting seeing evidence of Powerful owls
predating on the sugar gliders that occupy the nest boxes
students make and install in the emerging rainforest. The
rainforest project provides an environment in which every
student and staff member of Nagle College can connect
with nature and positively contribute to improved
biodiversity outcomes,” said Andrea Savage.
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Secondary School Finalist - Biodiversity
LOWANNA SECONDARY COLLEGE - MORWELL
Lowanna Secondary College’s acknowledgement as a Biodiversity Award finalist came
following a very productive ResourceSmart Schools year. There was a key focus on
increasing the number and range of plants at the school, both indigenous and nonindigenous, to create a sustainable increase in indigenous animals in and adjacent to the
school.
Many activities were undertaken by the “Green Tradies Biodiversity Group”, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An end to the use of herbicides and pesticides in the school garden area.
Year 7 students carried out a Biodiversity audit.
Owl Nesting Box Project established following connection with Field Naturalists who
informed us that the indigenous Southern Boobook Owl lacked tree hollows in which
Green Tradies, and community volunteer
to shelter and breed locally.
Joseph Haider, establishing the
Indigenous food garden planted – 18 x spice/ fruit trees and bushes and indigenous
Aquaponics system.
herbs.
Installed worm farms and compost bins.
Students constructed wicking bed and vinegar barrel wicking gardens.
Installed fruit orchard: apricot, apple, quince, plum and mulberry trees.
Installed a solar pump aquaponics system.
Placed water snails and Peace and water lilies in aquaponics pond.
Established a waste utilisation program and 50m2 of compost for the enrichment of
the gardens, utilising bedding material from the school’s calf and chicken pens,
sawdust from the woodwork classes, kitchen scraps and garden waste.
Compost and garden area has attracted frogs, blue tongue
Planted a butterfly garden: Grevillia (native to
lizards, skink, many birds and indigenous black swamp/bush
Moe area), banksia, and daisies etc, to attract
rats.
Planted herb garden for cookery use which is now attracting
butterflies, which will pollinate other plants and
moths and butterflies.
subsequently provide food for small birds and
Cared for the native trees and bushes planted around the
the Boobook Owls.
school by VCAL students over the last two years.

Nilma Students’ Nude Food Initiative a Winner
Congratulations to Matilda Dent and Isobella Salsbury-Challons of Nilma Primary School, who won their school a grant
following their submission of a proposal to make the school a “nude food school”.

“We have too much rubbish being put in our bins.
We want to reduce the amount of rubbish and help make the school
a better, healthier place”
Students were encouraged to use nude food lunch boxes and those students with no wrappers were awarded
certificates and were declared “nude food warriors”. The class with the least amount of wrappers won the right to watch
a movie and have popcorn. Matilda and Isobella’s Nude Food Day submission was one of 1000 proposals from which 18
grants were allocated. Well done Matilda and Isobella and the students at Nilma Primary School.
Keep up the great work!
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Schools Water Efficiency Program - SWEP
WANT A SIMPLE WAY TO SAVE WATER, ELECTRICITY AND MONEY?
The Schools Water Efficiency Program can show you how.
SWEP is a Victorian Government initiative available to any Victorian school. The
program enables schools to continuously track their water and electricity use.
The program provides teachers and students with an opportunity to learn about water
and electricity efficiency through mathematics concepts such as measurement and data
in a tangible and realistic environment.

SCHOOLS IN SOUTH
GIPPSLAND
South Gippsland Water has
partnered with SWEP to
sponsor schools within it’s
region to register and
participate in the SWEP
program. Visit the SWEP
website and register .

‘Being a SWEP school really is a “no brainer”. You will reduce
your water and energy use, you will quickly find leaks in your
system and you will save money that you can put into other
programs.’
Bill Thomas, Head of Sustainable Practice - Mount Waverley SC
As at 31 March 2017, the 908 participating SWEP schools had saved more than 3.4
billion litres of water that would have otherwise cost them more than $9.9 million in
water and sewage related charges. Schools save water and money by monitoring water
use and acting on leaks and issues as they occur. Every participating school has
identified leaks that might not otherwise have been identified as quickly.
Content obtained from SWEP resources and website. Find out more.

Fruit and Vegies Enhance Learning
(photo)

A study investigating the diets and NAPLAN scores of 4200 Australian children
aged 8–15, in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 has shown a link between school-aged
children who eat more vegetables and higher academic results.
Data was gathered on fruit and vegetable intake, as well as the consumption of
takeaway food, sugar-sweetened beverages and breakfast. The researchers
also collected the children’s scores in the five areas of NAPLAN – reading,
writing, grammar and punctuation, spelling and numeracy.
The study showed that greater consumption of vegetables with the evening
meal was associated with higher NAPLAN test scores in spelling and writing.
The greatest effect observed was for spelling.

Increased consumption of sugar sweetened beverages was associated with significantly lower test scores in reading, writing,
grammar and punctuation, and numeracy. The research findings were adjusted for socioeconomic status and gender.
The study’s authors – from the University of Newcastle and University of New England, and the University of Colorado, in the
USA – said the aim of the study was to expand the research into dietary behaviours and children's academic achievement, as
previous research had predominately focused on breakfast consumption.

Click here for more information on the study
Associations between selected dietary behaviours and academic achievement: A study of Australian school aged children.
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Great Schools Doing Great Things
ARALUEN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Having joined ResourceSmart Schools last year, Araluen Primary School in Sale, kicked off its participation with a waste audit
and a whole-of-staff professional development session.
The waste audit, conducted by students and teachers, highlighted that a considerable amount of paper and cardboard was
going to the waste skip rather than recycle bins. Further investigation found this was occurring because of a lack of space in
the kerbside recycle bins, because no one was responsible for ensuring they were put out for collection.
Following the staff PD that provided key information about the ResourceSmart Schools framework and generated discussion
around potential savings through changed practices (evidenced by the school’s waste audit results), progress for change
within the school was impressive.
• Two teachers immediately decided to share their class recycling and waste bins, which will lead to a reduction in the use of
black plastic bin liners by around 200 per year.
• A staff member decided to purchase a worm farm for personal use.
• Other staff members also decided to consider what personal changes they could make to their consumption and disposal
practices at home and in the classroom.

Ten months down the track
Students have become more involved in ensuring things go in the correct bins; the
cleaner has suggested a trial to reduce the skip collection schedule by half due to the
improved disposal habits and there now are students responsible for putting the recycle
bins out for collection.
A Rubbish Free Lunch Day was held in Term 3 and more are planned for Term 4. In the
picture (right) Matilda and Grace are measuring the difference in lunch box packaging
from before and after the Term 3 Rubbish Free Lunch Day.
Araluen Primary School is looking to add a statement to the Parent Handbook
encouraging waste-free lunchboxes and families applying for 2018 student enrolment
are being advised Nude Food is the school’s preferred approach.
Breakfast club students already use re-usable plates and cups and scraps from the
program are now put in a bucket for the chooks. Other organic material is destined for
the worm farms or compost. The use of re-usable plates etc. for fun food days is being
investigated by the school.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR SCHOOLS
Want to know more about being a ResourceSmart School?
•

Find out how to easily incorporate the program into existing curriculum.

•

Help get your colleagues focussed on fun and innovative ways to integrate sustainability into
everyday classroom activities and school-wide practice.

•

Deliver curriculum outcomes and encourage students to be leaders in sustainable practices at school, at home and
within the broader community.

A staff professional development session is a great place to start. One of our team can visit your school and work with you
to fulfil your sustainability and curriculum needs.
Please contact your local ResourceSmart Schools Facilitator (see back page).
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Recycling In Action
PHILLIP ISLAND VILLAGE SCHOOL
WORM FARMS
An old bed frame, two old baths and shower screens found
in a shed have been repurposed as worm farms by the
students at the Phillip Island Village School.
This is their story as told by Oliver, Aerin and Isabelle.

“We chose to recycle things to make our worm farms.
This bedframe is the one thing that is supporting the worm
farms and making them amazingly sturdy.”

“You’ll also notice that we used bathtubs and shower screens to complete it.
It was a very thrifty idea!”

“We carefully direct our scraps towards this useful construction.
We do this every afternoon.”

“This ghastly liquid is sometimes
known as worm tea,
it is greatly appreciated by our
garden (if diluted properly).”
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Nyora Primary School Connects With It’s Community
PLANET ARK TREE DAY
Planet Ark’s National Tree Day was an important event for Nyora Primary School as it marked the beginning of strong
community relationships to protect and enhance their beautiful corner of Gippsland.
Nyora Primary School enjoys a beautiful rural setting and recognises the current and future roles of its students as custodians
of our natural environment. The school offers learning experiences in Environmental Science and students have regular handson connections to the soil through it’s Kitchen Garden project supported by Bunnings Warehouse (Wonthaggi).
In 2017 the school began an exciting connection with the Loch Nyora Landcare Group and, together, received a generous grant
from Origin Energy (Bass Gas) to enable them to regenerate and extend their Indigenous plantings. With this broader
community help, the school community has begun its “Biodiversity Blitz” plantings to support the local biodiversity. They are
now proud to announce that the Loch Nyora Landcare Group has sponsored the school as a Junior Landcare group (https://
landcareaustralia.org.au/junior-landcare/jrl-get-involved/ ), which will give them greater connections to resources and to
other community groups.

At the first indigenous planting all students and their siblings enjoyed getting
their hands dirty. They were delighted that Mayor Ray Argento,
representatives from the Loch Nyora Landcare Group, Nyora Men’s Shed,
Origin Energy and the local community were there to lend a hand.
The whole school travelled to Healesville Sanctuary
where students were involved in education programs
looking at their indigenous wildlife, their habitats and
how they can protect them from extinction. This has
been followed up by additional investigation at school.
The excursion resonated with the children as they
made connections between the tree plantings, nesting
box construction and the protection of local species,
especially birds and the local echidna.
They are now preparing for a Biodiversity Blitz major
planting and have mulch, stakes and trees in readiness.
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Congratulations Lowanna!
Lowanna Secondary College in Morwell is a finalist for the global Zayed Future
Energy Prize (ZFEP). Lowanna was chosen because of its insight for the future.
If the school is successful in winning, it will install solar panels with the prize money
and continue to install additional panels with the savings in energy bills until the
school’s energy bill is zero. It was calculated that over the 25 year lifespan of the
solar panels, the school would save around $2million.
A win would see students involved in installing the solar panels, building a bicycle
shed, developing an energy hub for charging laptops and mobiles, installing a
woodchip to pellet maker and a pellet heater for outdoor cooking, and growing
their own food in water conserving wicking garden beds. The students will purchase
solar cookers and participate in renewable resource IT lessons such as the
manufacture of solar powered model cars.
Along with the solar panels, the ZFEP applicant, Judith Stewart from Lowanna, will be organising a Leadership course for
students called Leadership for Sustainability, aimed at producing sustainability aware 21st Century leaders.

Do More with Less Conference
Students from four Gippsland schools attended a ResourceSmart Schools “Do More with Less” conference conducted by
CERES staff at Wonthaggi North Primary School in September.
Students from each school presented on sustainability activities being undertaken or planned at their school. While this
enabled schools to learn from each other and obtain additional ideas for what they might be able to implement at their
school, the presentations will also enable them to check off items in the Community and Communication links section of
Modules.
The students had a lesson on energy, then in groups rotated through
five activity stations to learn about Renewable Energy generation
methods; the energy efficient items and minimal waste involved in an
Eco House; Pedal Power to generate electrical energy to run
appliances; the Journey of Energy from the coal powered station to the
end user (noting how much is lost in the process); and, Carbon and
Climate, identifying examples of the human activities that create
greenhouse gases and possible solutions.

CURRICULUM IDEAS
For information on bird-friendly gardening and native birdlife, visit Birds in Backyards OR
BirdLife Australia.
The resources are intended for teachers of students in Years 5 and 6 working towards Stage 3
outcomes in the Australian Curriculum, but can be adapted for younger students as well.
The resource comprises two lessons. They are an inquiry-based curriculum resource that
encourages students to engage in the scientific process through monitoring birds. The teaching
and learning is based on the students’ role as citizen scientists investigating the bird community
and habitat of their school grounds. They collect, analyse and interpret their data.
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Kitchen Garden Resource - Secondary Schools
The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen
Garden Foundation has a new book
for secondary schools that shows
how to make direct links between a
kitchen garden program and
curriculum-integrated classroom
learning.
Kitchen Garden Education for the
Secondary Years: Connecting to the
Curriculum can be purchased from
the Foundation’s online shop.

“give students the opportunity to apply hands-on learning gained
in the kitchen and garden to real-world scenarios”
Sustainability Across The Curriculum

New York City
Recognised as a Citywide School of Excellence by NYC Strategic Alliance for Health and
named Best of Green Schools 2014 by the US Green Building Council/Center for Green
Schools, the Green Bronx Machine began as an after-school, alternative program for high
school students.
Green Bronx Machine has evolved into K-12+ model fully integrated into core curriculum.
Students grow, eat & love their vegetables enroute to spectacular academic performance.
“We believe that the art and science of growing vegetables align to common core and
content area instruction that has helped the students, helped the schools and has helped the
communities as evidenced by test scores, eating habits and school performance. We grow
vegetables, but my vegetables grow students and healthy communities. We are a whole school program. We believe that the
art and science of growing vegetables aligns the content area instruction across all subject matter and that science forms
academic performance through personal behaviours.
“What we need to put in is quality educational instruction along with healthy food. Children never will be well read if they are
not well fed. You can't teach your children to read and do things they've never done before and get excited about the world
when they are hopped up on 95 grams of sugar, 300 milligrams of caffeine and having a toxic reaction to a bag of sodium-laced
potato chips. So, I am not the garden guy! I'm the whole school guy. I just happened to get there by growing lots of vegetables,
and I do it indoors using 90 percent less water and 90 percent less space regardless of seasonality. I have children who read the
plants to get my reading data. We have a reading the plants program! We do math. We do science. We do essays. We do all
that stuff around plants, and the coolest thing is that in 30 days we get to eat them, too!“ Stephen Ritz.
Source - greenbronxmachine.org/resources/
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ResourceSmart Schools - Facilitators

Alison Taylor
ResourceSmart Schools Coordinator, Facilitator
and Assessor for Latrobe City Council and Bass
Coast Shire Councils
Alison.Taylor@gwrrg.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5633 3335
Nola Anderson
Facilitator and Assessor
Gippsland Waste and Resource Recovery Group
Nola.Anderson@gwrrg.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5633 3337 M: 0448 172 882
Simone Taylor
Baw Baw Facilitator
Simone.Taylor@gwrrg.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5625 0255

Lyndal Peterson
South Gippsland Facilitator
South Gippsland Shire Council
lyndalp@southgippsland.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5693 2462 M: 0409 879 910
Rebecca Lamble
East Gippsland Facilitator
East Gippsland Shire Council
rebeccal@egipps.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5153 9500
Raquel Harris
Wellington Shire Facilitator
Wellington Shire Council
raquel.harris@wellington.vic.gov.au
M: 0429 172 889

Peter Collins
Latrobe City Council Facilitator (Waste)
Latrobe City Council
Peter.Collins@latrobe.vic.gov.au
Ph: 5128 6134
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